Ecology and Biodiversity of the Central Highlands of Scotland
A week-long course in June 2019
In mid-June 12 of our branch made the journey to Scotland, staying in Boat of Garten, to study the habitats and
species of the area. The plan was to see specialist flowers, insects and birds we don’t get in South Yorkshire and to
understand why they are there.

Group photo taken in Carrbridge
Our first day got off to a fantastic start with views of a Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos) and featured a loch, lichens,
and flowers. At Lochindorb we found several wild flowers including Mountain Everlasting (Antennaria dioca) which
grows on heaths and moors in hilly area hence the name, Common Butterwort (Pinguicula vulgaris) and Greater
Sundew (Drosera anglica) these are both insectivorous plants, typical of marshy areas (we were to see round-leaved
sundew later in the week for comparison). Views of a pair of Red-throated Divers (Gavia stellata) on a small Lochan
had us reaching for the cameras again.

Golden Eagle and Red-throated Diver © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Lochindorb, looking at wild flowers © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Mountain Everlasting, Great Sundew, Common Butterwort © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA,
Lichens were studied at Dulsie Bridge, a small area with a stand of Aspen (Populus tremula) and excellent examples
of the lichen on them.

Lichen on Aspen © P. Rutherford MBNA & Studying lichen samples during the illustrated talk © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA
This was just a taster of what the week was to hold with lichens studied in all areas after an evening illustrated talk
on the subject.
Woodlands we visited during the week were scanned for speciality birds such as Crested Tit (Lophophanes cristatus)
and Crossbill (Loxia spp) along with other woodland species; mammals such as Roe Deer (Capreolus capreolus) and
Red Squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) were also on the wish list. We were fortunate in the location of our base as the
feeders gave us the common birds in the area – including Siskin (Spinus spinus) and Great Spotted Woodpecker
(Dendrocopos major).
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Red Squirrel and Roe Deer Stag © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Siskin © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA and Great Spotted Woodpecker © P. Rutherford MBNA
Many of our group have an interest in invertebrates which didn’t disappoint as species including sawflies, ground
beetles, bees and hoverflies featured in various locations. With an expert in Hoverflies in the group this was always a
species we were going to see, and to find Northern White-tailed Bumble Bees and see the difference with the more
common white-tailed was another highlight. A bright green sawfly was good to find as many of the group hadn’t
seen this family of sawfly before and there were several of them on the trees when we stopped for lunch on Insh
Marshes.

Northern White-tailed Bumble Bee Bombus magnus, Hoverfly Sericomyia lappona and Sawfly Rhogogaster viridis
© K. Hinchcliffe MBNA
Chairman Steve Rutherford has studied the ecology of the forests for many years and was able to explain the
management of the woodlands for the benefit of animals such as Grouse and Crested Tit and how deadwood and
standing deadwood are important in the breeding of these birds, and how these areas have since regenerated.
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Standing deadwood used by woodpeckers and cresties, and wind-thrown trees used by grouse

Regeneration of Natural Pinewood © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA
Another speciality studied were orchids, in particular Lesser Butterfly (Platanthera bifolia) and Greater Butterfly
(Platanthera chlorantha) when we were able to see the difference between these two similar species. In Boat of
Garten there is a field with several thousand Lesser Butterfly in it as well as other species. At Insh Marshes in the
Tromie Meadow, again there are several thousand Fragrant Orchid with several Greater Butterfly in amongst them.
On the side of the Cairngorm Mountain are hundreds of Lesser Twayblade (Neottia cordata), which to appreciate
this one you need to lift the heather they grow under and imagine a flower no taller than a AAA battery!

Greater and Lesser Butterfly Orchid, Lesser Twayblade next to AAA battery © S. Rutherford FBNA

Visiting other areas gave the group the chance to see Northern Damselfly (Coenagrion hastulatum), only found on a
few peaty lochans in Scotland, and Green Tiger beetle (Cicindella campestris) an iridescent ground beetle which is
Britain’s fastest insect!

Northern Damselfly & Green Tiger beetle © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA
Each day was long and quite intense, taking in everything we saw, making notes and repeating key features to
ensure they stuck! But there was always time for reflection, a quiet moment for solitude or to take in the views, or
just to lie back and relax!

Solitude, Reflection & Relaxation © M. Dudley MBNA & S. Rutherford FBNA
It wasn’t all studying though, there was plenty of time to relax and socialise especially during the barbeque when
Kevin did a brilliant job at cooking everything!

Sweeping the leaves from the decking for the BBQ!
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After supper most evenings a walk up the hill the cottages were on gave us spectacular views, other evenings we
studied moths caught in the light trap or had a quiz on what we had seen so far.

Roding woodcock and spectacular views on an evening walk © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Studying moths and the quiz © P. Rutherford MBNA
One night took us to the Old Spey Bridge for bat detecting, and as it was almost the longest day, this was a very late
night as the bats didn’t emerge until after 11.30pm. but they didn’t disappoint, as Daubenton’s were flying around
after the midges in a feeding frenzy!

Bat detecting at the Old Spey Bridge (midge hoods essential!) © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Whichever location we were in or whatever species we were looking at the field guides were never far away to
confirm what we were looking at.

Comparing species with the field guides © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA

Always consulting the books © K. Hinchcliffe MBNA
This was a very intensive week of study, one I can’t really relay in this short insight, but to give our graded members
the chance to increase their knowledge and experience, and to see how ecology works in an area so different to
anywhere else was an amazing experience.

